
Keyboard DS-1200KI is used for controlling video wall not configuring video wall of decoder, 

for example putting cameras on a specific window division, dividing one specific window into 

multiple sub-windows, controlling PTZ and so on.  

If you require the functionality of configuring decoder on keyboard, then please use DS-

1600KI board instead. 

In this documentation, it indicates how to use 1200KI keyboard with powerful 6900 series 

decoder. 

Configurations on decoder 

You can use either iVMS-4200 video wall client or web interface of 6900 decoder to 

configure it. 

We highly recommend u to use ivms-4200 to configure 6900 decoder as it is much friendly. 

Web interface: 

1 Configure decoding output in “Video wall configuration” 

 

Configure decoding output on “Ivms4200 video wall client”: 

 

 

 

 



2 Adding cameras in  

Go to “Video wall” then click  to add devices. 

 

Note: On website configuration interface you must input channel number.  

For DVR or NVR, if channel numbers is less than 64 channels, then please input 64, and start 

channel will be 33 not from 1. Like below example, if you drag 10.6.4.15-1 to decoding 

channel it will be not working. 

 

And if DVR or NVR channel number is large than 64 including 64 , then I will still start from 

channel 1. 

 



Adding cameras on decoder using iVMS 4200 

On 4200 you don't have to be bothered by channel number of NVR and DVR, 4200 will 

handle it and you only need drag cameras to decoding channels to open windows. 

 

 

3 Drag cameras to video to open windows 

 In this example, two windows are opened. For corresponding on keyboard it is MON 1 and 

MON 2. 

 

On 4200, you can drag cameras to decoding channels. Screen 1 means MON 1 in keyboard, 

and Screen 2 means MON 2 in keyboard. 

 



Adding cameras and decoder in keyboard 

1 Using https to log into device 

 

2 Adding decoder and encoding devices 

In this example NVR and Decoder 6900 are added. 

NVR: 

 

Decoder: 

 

 

 

 



After adding devices on keyboard, u will able to see input channel like below: 

 

 

Operation on Keyboard 

Step 1: On the login interface, enter the user name and password to log in to the device. 

 

U can use  change number to alphabet. 

 Alphabet low case  Alphabet up case 

 



 

Step 2: You will see below screen on keyboard after u log in. 

 

Please choose shortcut for control decoder. 

Step 3: Control decoder on keyboard. 

 

In our example, DEV Id is 1, MON can be input either 1 or 2 because we open two windows 

in decoder like it shown in 4200 screen 1 and screen 2. And cameras can be 3,4,5 as shown 

in input channels ID. 

 

So, to input added cameras of keyboard on decoder, you do it like below: 

1 DEV 

1 MON or 2 MON 

3 CAM or 4 CAM or 5 CAM 

If you want divide one window into multiple divisions, u can input:   

4 MULT 



And if you want put one camera in any of the divisions u can enter: 

For example put camera 5 in 3rd widow division. 

3 WIN 

5 CAM 

PS: If PTZ is added in decoder, but not on keyboard. U will find CAM:X shown on keyboard 

screen.  In this case, don't add camera as you don't have it on keyboard, but u can still 

control it using keyboard. 


